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THE ALL NEW CR6 & CR6 PRO 

Breathtaking, inspiring, revolutionary or just fantastic is the original intention for Horwin to create a brand-
new and yet unprecedented driving machine. Most of the team members are motorcycle enthusiasts, 
industrial experts or even professional racers from Germany, Austria and China. Horwin motorcycles are 
state of the art when it comes to e-mobility. After years of research& development, as well as cooperation 
with big players from all over the world, an electric motorcycle was eventually created. It will definitely 
thrill you – without compromises, because charging is only needed after 150 kilometers of driving and 
even the performance does not come short at all. With an acceleration in only 6s from 0-60 km/h and a 
top speed up to 105 km/h (CR6 Pro), this vehicle is revolutionary in every aspect. 



BMS Intelligent Battery 

Management System 

Design 
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The Battery Management System, BMS for     

   short, is the electronic control system that 

           monitors and regulates the condition 

                   of the battery. It is an important  

                            component of the battery                                         

                                         and provides the  

                                necessary cell balance.  

                          It prevents short-circuit and  

                    protects the ones with the over  

                    temperature protection. 



Perfect sight thanks to 
LED technology 

LED HEADLIGHTS 

Design 
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Low beam as well as high beam with 

ground breaking LED technology will 

guide you the way through darkness. 

The lamp's light shines brighter than 

ever before in a perfectly clean white 

LED colour. Up to 28.000 Candela of 

light are projected by 6 LED modules 

through glass lenses onto the road 

ahead of you to ensure maximum 

sight under dark conditions. The result 

speaks for itself: 5 times better light 

efficiency and increased visibility 

compared to conventional halogen 

lamps known from traditional mopeds. 



Design 
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The HORWIN CR6 uses the most modern lithium-ion batteries available. The 55 Ah battery 

pack is charged in approx. 3 hours from 0-80% and offers a range of up to 150 kilometers. 

Just like the leading car manufacturers of today, the battery cells in the CR6 are optimally 

armoured and protected. This does not only affect vibrations of the road surface, falling 

down of the motorcycle or in the worst case also falls. The integrity of the battery is not 

compromised even if one or more cells should fail. 

Motorcycle + Lithium Battery = 150km Range 



Design 
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Thanks to the revolutionary charging technology, you have enough charge in 20 minutes to cover a distance 

of 20-30 km. It takes about 3 hours to fully charge the batteries. The dynamic charging process protects the 

cells as much as possible in order to still achieve corresponding performance values after many years. 

QUICK CHARGE 
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INTERNATIONAL DESIGN 
Dimensions for Global Market 

There are always big and heavy riders–that's why we took care during the development to adapt the seat 

position, seat length etc. to our requirements. Even the co-driver will find enough space on the CR6 for a 

relaxed ride. Take a seat and enjoy the driving experience of the new CR6. 

Design 



Endless Power Means Endless Fun 

CR6 - UNLIMITED 

PERFORMANCE 

Design 
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Leave conventional petrol motorcycles behind. The 

HORWIN CR6 sets new standards in electric mobility 

with its performance-oriented combination of a brand 

new Field Oriented Control (FOC) and a powerful 

electric motor. Anyone who says “E-Mobility is no fun"; 

has definitely never sat on the HORWIN CR6. 

 

6.2 kW maximum power and a top speed of 95 km/h 

guarantee full driving pleasure. 



HORWIN Electric Motor 

CR6 PRO - NEW UNIQUE POWER 
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Design 

The newly developed HORWIN electric motor 

combined with the mechanical 5-speed manual 

transmission is probably revolutionary in this 

performance class. It combines pure driving 

pleasure combined with electric environmentally 

friendly drive as you only know it from conventional 

motorcycles. Acceleration from 0-60 in only 6 sec. 

and a top speed of 105 km/h are probably unique 

in this performance class! 



INTERNAL  

STORAGE BOX 
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Design 

Inner space for the storage of personal 

belongings and charger 

 

Perfect protection to things inside and the 

electric components 

 

Effective USB charger for electronic 

devices 



Battery 
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New batteries - longerrange LITHIUM ION CELLS 18650 FROM PANASONIC 

CR6 battery cell is from Panasonic, 

one of the best battery suppliers in 

the world. With the latest power 

pack technology, the motorcycle is 

able to travel faster, farther and 

serve longer. The BMS by MOS 

control intelligently manages and 

maintains each cell to prevent 

overcharge and over-discharge, to 

extend battery life and monitor its 

working condition. CR6 batteries will 

retain 80% of their original capacity 

after 1200 cycles. To meet the 

demands of CR6 most advanced 

platform, the power pack features an 

aluminum heat dissipation case. So 

no matter how hard you ride, the 

system ensures consistent cell 

cooling and maximum long-term 

powertrain performance. 



 
 

Performance 
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HORWIN unique power pack technology is applied  

to Horwin CR6 and CR6 Pro. 

 

CR6 Pro Max Range 130km    
(45KM/H Average Speed Drive) 

 

CR6 Max Range 150km               
(45KM/H Average Speed Drive) 

 
Sufficient Range For Urban Mobility 
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Performance 

RANGE 



FRONT SUSPENSION 
 
High performance hydraulic shock absorber, 

rapid response, comfortable experience, suitable 

for hard driving and bad road conditions 
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Performance 



REAR SUSPENSION 
 

Rapid response, meticulously adjusted 

damping, improving wheel's gripping 

performance, stable, safe and 

comfortable as well 
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Performance 
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Performance 

With automobile standard connectors 

and wiring harness, wading depth in IP65 

grade against water and dust,17-inch 

wheels guarantee high mobility no matter 

it is windy or rainy weather. 

TRAFFIC ABILITY 



The battery case is made of aircraft grade aluminum alloy in die 

casting technique. It has high mechanical strength, perfect thermal 

conductivity and stable safety performance. 

STRONGER AND SAFER ALUMINUM ALLOY 

BATTERY CASE 
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Pack 



SMART 

CONTROLLING UNIT 
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Controller 

the Field Oriented Control 

(FOC) 

To find the perfect balance between 

range and performance, the HORWIN 

CR6 constantly checks your driving 

style and driving behavior. It's also 

called the “brain” of electric vehicles, 

the Field Oriented Control (FOC) will 

monitor your requested horsepower 

from accelerator, transform it into 

smarter information and relay it – like 

magic – to the wheel of your vehicle. 

The result is simply phenomenal – the 

ultimate driving experience that 

unfortunately can not be described in 

words. 



 

CBS BRAKING SYSTEM 

Performance 
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for even shorter braking 
distances 

When you brake in an emergency, the CBS 

braking system will split braking force between 

the front and rear brake discs, reducing stopping 

distance and ensuring a safe brake at high 

speeds. The sensitive brakes allow extremely 

precise handling in and around corners, even in 

wet conditions. 265mm perforated Brake disc 

front and 220mm perforated rear brake disc 

guarantee safe and efficient braking in all 

conditions. 



Overview is everything. The big 

display of the HORWIN CR6 shows 

you all information which you need 

during your journey: topical speed, 

state of charge,  remaining reach, 

driving mode and a lot more. In the 

classical Retro design combined with 

the most modern technology. The 

background lighting shows you all 

infos of course also with darkness. 
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Smart 

FULL CONTROL 
WITH A CLASSIC COCKPIT 
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Smart 

SWITCH OFF 

PROTECTION 

Perfect hand feeling 

Flexible and fast reaction 

Water-proof 



INTEGRAL FORGING ALUMINUM 

MAGNESIUM ALLOY FRAME 
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From the muscular  
shape of the motor  
to its aggressive stance 

LIGHTER  STRONGER  SAFER + + 

Manufacturing Process 



AUTOMOBILE STANDARD 

COATING 
 
Perfect Feature on Color, Brightness And Gloss 

 

Stable Performance Of Painting Adherence, 

Flexibility And Anti-abrasion 

 

Resistant To Weathering, Temperature& Humidity 

Change, Salt, Alkali And Acid 
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Manufacturing Process 



HIGH PERFORMANCE 

CUSTOMIZED TYRE 
 

Better Grip, Safer While Driving In Rainy 

Days, Anti-wear, Anti-slip 
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Manufacturing Process 



                Colors 
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Black 

White 

Green 

Blue 



                   Color 
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Black 
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E-mail:  Horwin@horwinglobal.com  
Web:    www.horwinglobal.com   

mailto:Horwin@xlholdinggroup.com
http://www.horwintech.com/
mailto:Horwin@xlholdinggroup.com
http://www.horwintech.com/

